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Automation-Assisted Capture-the-Flag: A

Differential Game Approach
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Abstract

Capture-the-flag is a complex, challenging game that is a useful proxy for many problems in robotics

and other application areas. The game is adversarial, with multiple, potentially competing, objectives.

This interplay between different factors makes the problem complex, even in the case of only two players.

To make analysis tractable, previous approaches often make various limiting assumptions upon player

actions. In this paper, we present a framework for analyzing and solving a two-player capture-the-flag

game as a zero-sum differential game. Our problem formulation allows each player to make decisions

rationally based upon the current player positions, assuming only an upper bound on the movement

speeds. Using numerical solutions to Hamilton Jacobi Isaacs equations, we compute winning regions for

each player as subsets of the joint configuration space and derive the corresponding winning strategies.

The computational method and simulations are presented, along with experiments with human agents

in the BErkeley Autonomy and Robotics in CApture-the-flag Testbed (BEARCAT). These experiments

demonstrate the use of the solutions in realistic conditions and highlight their potential applications in

automation-aided decision-making for humans and mixed human-robot teams.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many robotics and control applications require algorithms to control agents moving to achieve

a goal in the presence of external disturbances, adversarial opposition, or moving obstacles that
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must be avoided. This includes piloting individual aircraft, driving a ground vehicle, air traffic

control for groups of aircraft, and path planning for teams of human and robotic agents. Solutions

to these problems may be found by analyzing aspects of these applications within the context

of adversarial games such as pursuit-evasion games or what are referred to here as reach-avoid

games, in which the objective of one of the agents is to reach a sequence of target regions in the

state-space while avoiding the capture region of an opposing agent, representing for example a

moving obstacle in the environment.

The game of capture-the-flag presents an excellent framework for examining automated so-

lutions for adversarial games. In capture-the-flag, two opposing teams each control a region

with a flag that must be defended. A team achieves victory by having an agent move into the

opponent’s region, capture the opponent’s flag, and then return to one’s own region without

being captured by an opponent. The adversarial interactions in capture-the-flag can be used as

a representation for some of salient design challenges encountered in control problems such

as collision avoidance for moving vehicles and coordination of multiple agents in hazardous

scenarios. In addition, capture-the-flag games naturally allow for the incorporation of human

agents, allowing the impact of automated solutions for such games to be examined for human

as well as autonomous agents.

Although the full game is complex and multi-layered, capture-the-flag in its simplest form can

be condensed into a reach-avoid game between two agents over two different stages: one agent,

referred to as an attacker, seeking to reach a flag region and subsequently return to a safe region,

and an opposing agent, referred to as a defender, attempting to prevent this from taking place.

Finding solutions to reach-avoid games can be challenging. Unlike in pursuit-evasion games,

the players must select their actions in consideration of not only the capture region, but also

the target regions. In particular, the attacker must balance the competing objectives of avoiding

capture by the defender while attempting to reach its target. Further complications are presented

by the multi-stage nature of the problem, since the agents must select appropriate controls within

each stage to ensure the feasibility of their respective winning objectives in future stages.

This paper presents the formulation of a 1 vs. 1 game of capture-the-flag as a multi-stage reach-

avoid game between two agents, and describes an approach for characterizing the winning initial

conditions and strategies for each agent using numerical solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs

(HJI) equations. More specifically, the competing objectives of the attacker and the defender
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are encapsulated in terms of a two-stage, zero-sum differential game, with the solution to each

stage being characterized by the solution of an appropriate HJI equation. Numerical methods for

solving HJI equations are then leveraged to obtain a game solution in terms of the set of initial

states for which an agent’s control objectives can be attained, as well as a feedback strategy on

the winning set. This strategy selects controls, based upon the measured positions of the agents

at each time instant, to achieve the winning objectives of a given agent under the worst-case

behavior of the opponent. To the authors’ best knowledge, this paper is among the first that

develops a complete solution to the 1 vs. 1 capture-the-flag game. Such a result provides insight

into the solution of general multi-player capture-the-flag games.

While some algorithmic results underlying this work were first presented in [1], this paper

provides a more in-depth discussion of the theoretical aspects of the HJI approach to reach-

avoid games, along with more extensive numerical and experimental validations. In particular, a

formal differential game interpretation is given for a reach-avoid game as a game of kind, along

with its equivalent formulation as a max-min constrained dynamic optimzation problem. The

solution of the latter is then obtained as the solution of an HJI equation. The experimental

validations are performed using the BErkeley Autonomy and Robotics in CApture-the-flag

Testbed (BEARCAT), which involves human agents playing the capture-the-flag game assisted

by computers, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and GPS-equipped smartphones. These exper-

iments not only illustrate potential applications of the proposed methodology to multi-agent path

planning, but also demonstrate alternative usages of the numerical solutions as visual decision

support to human agents.

The paper proceeds by examining related work in Section II, and then defining the 1 vs.

1 capture-the-flag problem and illustrating the desired solution approach via a 1-dimensional

example in Section III. Next, the HJI method for finite horizon differential games is reviewed in

Section IV, and then applied to the game of capture-the-flag in Section V. Simulation results are

presented in Section VI to illustrate the solutions, and experimental validation of the solutions,

along with the description of the BEARCAT research platform, are presented in Section VII.

Concluding remarks and several important future work directions are discussed in Section VIII.
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II. RELATED WORK

Reach-avoid games such as capture-the-flag parallel elements of pursuit-evasion games, with

the defender playing a role analogous to a pursuer, and the attacker playing a role analogous

to an evader. However, the addition of target regions necessitates considerable modification of

the player strategies. In such a scenario, the attacker must consider the objective of reaching a

sequence of targets in addition to evading capture, while the defender must consider the objective

of guarding the target regions in addition to capturing the attacker.

An early result in pursuit-evasion games established that three pursuers are sufficient to capture

an evader on any planar graph [2]. This work partitions the graph into regions that are defended

and systematically cleared by a team of pursuers, and has recently been extended to games

in continuous regions [3]. In these solutions, the path planning task is simplified by the fact

that the goals of the opposing agents are either capture or avoidance of capture, as compared

with more complicated objectives such as the attainment of a sequence of target regions while

avoiding capture. The solutions for discrete games also inform a class of games commonly

referred to as visibility-based pursuit-evasion, in which a group of searchers attempt to bring

an evader into their field of view [4], [5], [6], through cooperative coverage of regions in the

state space where the evader might be located. In these games, the visibility region of a searcher

is commonly modeled as line-of-sight (in effect an infinite capture radius when not occluded),

thus allowing these continuous games to be transformed into discrete pursuit-evasion games, and

solved accordingly.

For certain path planning applications with simple obstacle configurations, it is possible to

construct optimal trajectories geometrically [7], [8]. Some proposed methods within this domain

also treat moving obstacles that are potentially adversarial. They use the possible future positions

of the obstacles as static obstacles in a joint state-time space, allowing static planning methods

to be employed [9], [10], [11].

Another approach utilizes model-predictive control, with a model to predict opponent actions

so that optimization can be performed for the controlled agents with respect to the assumed

opponent behavior. This has been used in the Cornell Roboflag competition, in which two

opposing teams of mobile robots play a game of capture-the-flag while directed by human

supervisors [12]. Defensive strategies for intercepting multiple attackers with multiple defenders
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were developed using mixed-integer linear programming, with the assumption that attackers

either proceed toward the goal in straight lines [13] or according to a linear feedback law [14].

Control inputs can be efficiently generated using standard optimization tools. These approaches

perform well when the model is a good approximation of the actual strategy chosen by the

opponent. On the other hand, guarantees of optimality or winning conditions are not provided

if the opponent were to deviate from the assumed behavior.

More generally, the winning strategies for the opposing agents in a pursuit-evasion or reach-

avoid game can be viewed as the solution to a zero-sum differential game [15]. Namely, a

scalar value function can be used to encode the objectives of one of the agents by setting

the value at a given initial condition to be negative if there exists an admissible strategy that

guarantees victory for the agent, and positive otherwise. The goals of the opposing agents then

become either minimizing or maximizing this value function over admissible strategies. Under

appropriate technical conditions, this value function can be computed via the solution of a

HJI equation, either using the method of characteristics, which integrates solution trajectories

backward from a known terminal state [15], [16], or via numerical approximation on a grid

representing the state space [17], [18]. While the characteristic approach provides individual

solution trajectories ending in given terminal conditions, the grid-based approximation allow

control strategies to be computed in feedback form over the state space of interest. The latter

approach has been successfully applied to a number of applications, including the design of

conflict resolution policies for air traffic management [17] and the verification of automated

aerial refueling protocols for UAVs [19]. In this work, we extend the previous methodology to

account for the complex objectives and the multi-stage nature of reach-avoid games, within the

context of a capture-the-flag problem.

In comparing the various approaches reviewed in this section, the solution methods for differ-

ential games in general feature trade-offs between optimality, completeness, problem complexity,

and computational speed. With respect to results from the literature, the pursuit-evasion work

cannot be directly applied to reach-avoid games such as capture-the-flag due to the additional

complexity in game objectives, and the use geometric and model-predictive methods involves

assumptions on either the configuration space or the opponent behavior. The work presented here

provides a Hamilton-Jacobi method for finding complete solution strategies to a reach-avoid game

in complex game domains, at some expense in computational complexity. It should be noted,
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however, that while these solutions will not be computed in real-time, they can nonetheless be

precomputed as lookup tables and recalled for use in an online setting.

III. 1 VS. 1 CAPTURE-THE-FLAG

The multi-agent planning problem considered here is a two player capture-the-flag game with

a single agent on each team. The objective of the first agent, called the attacker, is to arrive at the

flag and subsequently return with it to a safe region. The objective of the second agent, called

the defender, is to prevent the attacker from completing these tasks. The problem then is to

characterize the sets of attacker and defender configurations for which the respective objectives

can be achieved, as well as the optimal strategies for each agent.

It is important to note that the Capture-the-Flag solutions studied here are intended to be

used at the guidance layer of a multi-agent planning and control system. In particular, for

autonomous vehicles, these solutions can be explicitly used to synthesize the desired vehicle

path, when appropriate sensing and control capabilities are available. On the other hand, for

human agents, these solutions are more appropriately interpreted as decision support tools which

provides visualizations of game winning regions, along with suggested actions.

A. Problem Formulation

The game domain is assumed to be a compact set Ω in the plane R2. The set Ω can be

regarded as the allowable free space for the agents to occupy, and in general may not be simply

connected. For example, obstacles for both agents may be represented as holes in Ω. The “safe”

return region for the attacker is a closed set R ⊂ Ω, and the flag is located in a closed set

F ⊂ Ω. For simplicity of illustration, the sets Ω and R in the examples discussed below will be

defined as rectangular regions, with F defined as a circular region with radius rf (see Figure 1).

However, the computational methods described here are not limited to these simple geometric

shapes.

The state of the game is described by the vector x = (xa, xd) ∈ R4, where xa and xd are the

planar positions of the attacker and defender, respectively, and Ω2 ⊆ R4 denotes the joint domain

of both agents. As mentioned previously, the intention of this study is to derive optimal paths,

rather than explicit motion trajectories for the individual agents. With this purpose in mind, it
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Fig. 1. The basic configuration of the capture-the-flag game.

is sufficient to consider kinematic agents whose equations of motion are described by

ẋa = u, u ∈ U, ẋd = d, d ∈ D. (1)

where u and d are the inputs of each agent, constrained to lie within sets U and D, respectively.

The initial state is described by x(0) = (x0
a, x

0
d) = x0. For this example, U and D are constrained

by speed limits va,max and vd,max, according to

U , {u ∈ R2 : ||u||2 ≤ va,max}, D , {d ∈ R2 : ||d||2 ≤ vd,max}.

As per the rules of the game, the defender is constrained to remain outside of the flag and

return regions, while the attacker can move freely through either. The attacker is considered to

be intercepted by the defender if the attacker comes within some capture set centered on the

defender, defined here as C = {x | ||xa − xd||2 ≤ rc}, where rc is a constant capture radius.

Victory for the attacking agent is attained by meeting all of the following conditions, assuming

the game takes place over some finite time horizon [0, Tf ] with a time duration T1 allocated for

flag capture and T2 = Tf − T1 allocated for flag return:

• Flag capture: xa(t) ∈ F for some t ∈ [0, T1]

• Flag return: xa(t) ∈ R for some t ∈ [T1, Tf ]

• Remaining within game domain and avoiding interception by the defender:

xa(t) ∈ Ω
∧

x(t) 6∈ C for all time t ∈ [0, Tf ]

In addition, the attacker also wins if at any time the defender violates the rules of the game by

entering the flag or return regions. Victory for the defending agent is achieved by preventing
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the attacker from achieving any of the above conditions by Tf while obeying the constraint

xd ∈ Ω \ (F ∪ R). It should be remarked that when Tf is small, the options of the attacking

agent may be restricted by the time limit. Correspondingly, this also leads to simplistic delaying

strategies by the defending agent. Motivated by this consideration, the work presented here will

be mainly concerned with scenarios in which Tf tends to infinity.

It is assumed that the positions of both agents are fully observable to each other, and that

the defender has knowledge of the past and present inputs of the attacker. More formally, this

can be viewed as a Stackelberg game with attacker as the leader [20]. For general forms of

agent dynamics, this information pattern is conservative from the point of view of the attacker.

However, for the kinematic agents considered in (1), it turns out that a minimax condition holds,

hence resulting in non-conservative solutions to the Capture-the-Flag problem.

A complete solution to the capture-the-flag problem involves both the game winning regions

and the optimal agent strategies. For the attacker, this means determining the set of initial

configurations WA ⊂ R4 for which there exists a feasible attacker strategy to achieve the victory

conditions, regardless of the strategy of the defending agent. Furthermore, for any configuration in

WA, it is necessary to determine a winning strategy which ensures the attacker victory conditions.

Clearly, for any permissible initial configuration outside this set, there exists some defender

strategy so as to prevent the attacker from achieving victory, regardless of the attacker strategy.

Thus, the defender winning region WD is simply given by Ω2 \WA.

The game occurs over two stages: when the attacker is attempting to achieve flag capture,

and then subsequently when the attacker is attempting to achieve flag return. In discussing the

winning sets, it is useful to characterize some intermediate winning sets for the flag capture and

flag return stages of the game as well. The sets are defined as follows:

• Flag Capture Set FA: configurations from which the attacker can achieve flag capture

while avoiding defender interception.

• Stop Capture Set FD: Ω2 \ FA, configurations from which the defender can prevent flag

capture by the attacker.

• Flag Return Set RA: configurations from which the attacker can achieve flag return while

avoiding defender interception.

• Stop Return Set RD: Ω2 \ RA, configurations from which the defender can prevent flag

return by the attacker.
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IV. SOLUTION APPROACH VIA HAMILTON-JACOBI-ISAACS EQUATIONS

The capture-the-flag problem can be naturally analyzed within the framework of zero-sum

differential games [16], due to the competing objectives of the attacking and defending agents.

However, the inherent growth in complexity of differential games over optimal control problems

often limits the availability of analytical solutions to highly specific examples [15]. Thus, in the

general case, a numerical solution approach is required. This section will discuss a particular

class of zero-sum differential games, namely, reach-avoid games, which constitute the building

blocks of a capture-the-flag problem, as a constrained max-min dynamic optimization problem.

This formulation then enables the application of existing results [21], [22] to derive winning

regions and winning strategies via the numerial solutions of HJI equations.

A. Finite Horizon Reach-avoid Games

Consider a general model for the time-evolution of a dynamic game as described by the

ordinary differential equation

ẋ = f(x, u, d), x(0) = x0 (2)

where x ∈ Rn is the game state, u is the input of Player I, d is the input of Player II, and

x0 is the initial condition. The state variables could represent, for example, the joint position

configurations of two opposing players, while the inputs could represent the choice of speed

and heading by the two players. In particular, for the Capture-the-Flag game introduced in the

previous section, we can let x = (xa, xb) and f(x, u, d) = [u, d]T .

Within the formal framework of differential games (see for example [15], [21], [20], we

consider an information pattern between the two opposing players described by nonanticipating

strategies [23]. Roughly speaking, this is an information pattern in which one of the players has

knowledge of the other players past and present input choices, and hence has an information

advantage. Conservatively, this advantage is allocated to Player II. However, as will be discussed,

the particular structure of the capture-the-flag problem in fact removes the conservatism from

this information pattern, due to the satisfaction of a minimax condition.

More precisely, over a finite time horizon [t1, t2], the set of admissible player controls are
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given by

U[t1,t2] = {u : [t1, t2]→ U, u(·) measurable} , D[t1,t2] = {d : [t1, t2]→ D, d(·) measurable} ,

(3)

where U and D are compact input sets.

The nonanticipating strategies for the two players are defined as

ΓU[t1,t2] =
{
γU : D[t1,t2] → U[t1,t2], d(s) = d̃(s), ∀s ≤ t→ γU [d](s) = γU [d̃](s),∀s ≤ t

}
, (4)

ΓD[t1,t2] =
{
γD : U[t1,t2] → D[t1,t2], u(s) = ũ(s),∀s ≤ t→ γD[u](s) = γD[ũ](s),∀s ≤ t

}
.

Now consider a target set T and an undesired set K, with T ,K ⊂ Rn. In a Reach-avoid game,

the objective of Player I is to reach the target set T over a finite horizon [0, T ] while avoiding

the undesired set K, and the objective of Player II is to prevent Player I from achieving this

goal, either by driving the trajectory x(·) of (2) into K or by keeping x(·) outside T . Note that

by appropriately interpreting the sets T and K in terms of the flag region, return region, and

capture set, one can relate this differential game to either the flag capture or flag return stage of

capture-the-flag.

More precisely, within the terminology of differential games [15], the reach-avoid problem is

a game of kind in which Player I wins if and only if the following condition holds

∃t ∈ [0, T ], x(t) ∈ T , x(s) /∈ K, ∀s ≤ t, (5)

where x(·) is the solution of (2). The winning region for Player I is then given by the reach-avoid

set, defined as

RAT (T ,K) =
{
x(0) = x0 : ∀ΓD[0,T ],∃u ∈ U[0,T ], (5) holds

}
, (6)

Given the zero-sum nature of the problem, the winning set of Player II is simply the complement

of RAT (T ,K).

To arrive at a numerical solution, the reach-avoid game can be equivalently formulated in terms

of a game of degree, through a level set representation of sets [24], [25]. This representation

implicitly defines a set G ⊂ Rn as the zero sub-level set of a function φG : Rn → R, such

that G = {x ∈ Rn : φG(x) ≤ 0}. Observe that set operations in this representation proceed in

a straightforward manner using the max and min operators, with A ∩ B = max(φA, φB) and

A ∪B = min(φA, φB).
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Now suppose that one is given level set representations of the target set and undesired set,

φT , φK : Rn → R, assumed to be bounded and Lipschitz continuous. Following the approach

in [17], consider an augmented control input

ũ = [u u] ∈ Ũ = U × [0, 1]. (7)

Let Ũ[t1,t2], Γ̃
U
[t1,t2] be the corresponding sets of admissible finite horizon controls and nonantici-

pating strategies. Moreover, consider the augmented system dynamics

˙̃x = f̃(x̃, ũ, d) = uf(x̃, u, d), x̃(0) = x0. (8)

Then the objective of Player I (6) can be equivalently stated in terms of the following

constrained terminal cost minimax problem

JT (x0) = sup
ΓD
[0,T ]

inf
Ũ[0,T ]

max {φT (x̃(T )),−φK(x̃(T ))} , (9)

s.t. φK(x̃(t)) > 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ],

where x̃(·) is the trajectory of the augmented system (8), and trajectories violating the constraint

is assigned a cost of +∞. The reach-avoid set is then characterized by

RAT (T ,K) =
{
x0 ∈ Rn : JT (x0) ≤ 0

}
. (10)

In zero-sum differential game literature [20], [21], JT is commonly referred to as the upper

value. The objective of Player II can be stated in terms of the lower value

JT (x0) = inf
Γ̃U
[0,T ]

sup
D[0,T ]

max {φT (x̃(T )),−φK(x̃(T ))} , (11)

s.t. φK(x̃(t)) > 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]

Note that in general JT ≤ JT . In the case that JT = JT , the reach-avoid problem is said

to have a value. This corresponds to the special case in which the knowledge of opponent’s

inputs confers no direct advantage, and the Nash equilibrium strategies of Player I and II can

be synthesized as feedback strategies [22].

By the results detailed in [17], [26], the upper value (9) of the reach-avoid problem can be

computed using the viscosity solution [27] of the following constrained terminal value Hamilton-

Jacobi-Isaacs equation

∂φ

∂t
+ min

[
0, H

(
x,
∂φ

∂x

)]
= 0, φ(x, 0) = φT \K(x), (12)
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subject to

φ(x, t) ≥ −φK(x), ∀t ∈ [−T, 0], (13)

where H is the Hamiltonian

H (x, p) = min
u∈U

max
d∈D

pTf(x, u, d) (14)

with costate vector p ∈ Rn. In particular, let φ : Rn × [−T, 0] → R be the viscosity solution

to (12), then it can be shown by slight modifications of the proof techniques in [21] that for

x0 ∈ RAT (T ,K),

JT (x0) = φ(x0,−T ). (15)

Moreover, the reach-avoid problem has a value if Isaacs’ condition [15] holds:

min
u∈U

max
d∈D

pTf(x, u, d) = max
d∈D

min
u∈U

pTf(x, u, d). (16)

In terms of practical computation, an accurate numerical approximation of the viscosity

solution to (12) can be obtained using the Level Set Toolbox for MATLAB [28]. For reasons

of numerical convergence, this numerical solution is computed over a grid of the continuous

state space. The grid size required for an accurate solution typically grows exponentially with

the number of continuous states, thus resulting in computational limitations due to the curse of

dimensionality. Currently, systems of up to 4 dimensions can be handled easily, and solutions

have been found for some systems with 5 dimensions [29]. For the interested reader, details

on the theoretical and computational issues related to Hamilton-Jacobi equations can be found

in [26], [30], and a schematic description of the approach, including a dynamic programming

derivation and some geometric insights, can be found in [31].

As compared with alternative solution approaches which performs a complete discretization

of the differential game into a discrete game on the graph [32], [2], the HJI approach outlined

here leverages the continuous structure of the problem to provide subgrid resolution in the

game solution. In particular, the continuity of the level set function φ in (12) enables accurate

approximations of the reach-avoid set boundaries via numerical interpolations.
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B. Synthesis of Finite-Horizon Strategies

The optimal strategies in regions of the state space where the value function (9) is differentiable

can be synthesized using the approach described in [33] and [34], based upon an application of

the Dynamic Programming and Pontryagin minimum principles [22].

It should be noted that in zero-sum differential games, the viscosity solution to the HJI

equation (12) is in general continuous but not differentiable. However, the solution is typically

differentiable away from singular surfaces, which has Lebesgue measure zero within Rn. These

surfaces commonly correspond to regions in the state space in which the optimal controls are

not uniquely determined [16].

In practice, with player strategies implemented as feedback maps, the event that a given state

lands on a singular surface is likely to occur with probability approaching zero. This hypothesis

is in fact validated with the numerical and experimental tests for the capture-the-flag scenario.

This then allows the practical application of the controller synthesis techniques described here.

First, consider the upper value (9). Let x ∈ RAT (T ,K), t ∈ [0, T ] be such that the solution

φ(x, t−T ) to (12) is differentiable at x. Then the optimal strategy for Player I ensuring that the

state trajectory reaches the target set T within [0, T ], while avoiding the undesired set K can be

synthesized as [22]

µ(x, t) ∈ arg min
u∈U

max
d∈D

(
∂φ(x, t− T )

∂x

)T
f(x, u, d). (17)

Similarly, for x /∈ RAT (T ,K), the optimal strategy for Player II preventing Player I from

achieving the desired objectives within [0, T ] can be synthesized as

γ(x, u, t) ∈ arg max
d∈D

(
∂φ(x, t− T )

∂x

)T
f(x, u, d). (18)

In the special case that the Isaacs’ condition (16) holds. Then the optimal Player II strategy

can be synthesized as the feedback map

γ̃(x, t) ∈ arg max
d∈D

min
u∈U

(
∂φ(x, t− T )

∂x

)T
f(x, u, d). (19)

Given the numerical computation of the set RAT (T ,K), the derivatives of φ typically do not

have a closed form. However, numerically stable approximations of the spatial derivatives are

available from level set methods solving the HJI equation [24], [25].
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C. Infinite Horizon Considerations

For scenarios in which the differential game formulated in Section IV-A is to be played over

an extended time horizon, namely as T → ∞, then it may be of interest to study an infinite

horizon formulation of the reach-avoid game. In particular, the infinite horizon problem involves

the computation of the infinite horizon reach-avoid set, and the synthesis of infinite horizon

player strategies, possibly as stationary feedback strategies.

It turns out that for the reach-avoid problem, the HJI solution φ(·,−T ) representing the

upper value (9) in fact converges to a limiting function as T approaches ∞. To see this,

recall that the level set functions φT , φK are bounded, and hence the value function φ is

also bounded [21]. Moreover, by the form of the HJI equation (12), it can be shown that

φ(·,−T ) is also monotonically decreasing in T [26]. Thus, by standard analysis results (see

for example [35]), the value function φ(·,−T ) converges monotonically to a limiting function

φ∗(x) = lim
T→∞

φ(x,−T ). (20)

Ideally, one would like φ∗ to be the upper value of an infinite horizon reach-avoid problem.

However, as well known from the study of infinite horizon optimal control and zero-sum games,

the limiting function of a finite horizon dynamic programming iteration may not always equal the

value of an infinite horizon problem [36], [37]. Moreover, even in the case that this holds, there

may not exist a stationary strategy for one or more of the players. The reach-avoid problem

considered here adds at least two more difficulties to this analysis: 1) the cost function (9)

is not discounted; 2) the nonstandard inequality constraint (13) in the HJI equation. Thus, to

the best of our knowledge, a rigorous analysis of the properties of the function φ∗ in (20) is

not available in literature. A possible approach is the extension of ergodic analysis of optimal

stopping time problems, in which one examines the limit of a sequence of discounted infinite

horizon problems [22].

While the analysis of infinite horizon reach-avoid problems is an important area for theoretical

research, the current work takes a more empirical approach by observing the convergence of

the finite horizon value functions predicted by (20) in numerical examples and the behavior of

stationary feedback strategies synthesized from φ∗ in various capture-the-flag experiments. In
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particular, the following stationary player strategies are considered:

µ∗(x) ∈ arg min
u∈U

max
d∈D

(
∂φ∗(x)

∂x

)T
f(x, u, d), (21)

γ∗(x, u) ∈ arg max
d∈D

(
∂φ∗(x)

∂x

)T
f(x, u, d). (22)

In various numerical and experimental tests, the strategies (21) and (22) are shown to provide

satisfactory performance in achieving the winning conditions in the capture-the-flag scenario.

It is important to remark that a closely-related approach to infinite horizon differential games

proceeds by examination of the viscosity solution to a stationary HJI equation [30]. Within

this framework, several efficient numerical approaches such as Fast Marching [38] and Fast

Sweeping [39] have been developed for problems with convex Hamiltonians (e.g. Eikonal equa-

tions). While these approaches have achieved significant results in computing solutions to various

optimal control problems, differential games unfortunately has the characteristic of nonconvex

Hamiltonians. In particular, for a commonly considered case in which the flow field f(x, u, d)

is affine in u and d, the Hamiltonian (14) is a saddle-like function. Moreover, the stationary

HJI solutions typically yield little information for the synthesis of optimal strategies outside

the respective player winning regions. On the other hand, the solution provided by the time-

dependent HJI formulation (12) allows the synthesis of optimal strategies in such cases. This can

have important consequences for scenarios in which a player begins outside the winning region,

but may nonetheless achieve the desired objectives if the other player is playing suboptimally.

V. SOLUTION TO CAPTURE-THE-FLAG

Conceptually, the 1 vs. 1 capture-the-flag game can be thought of as a sequence of two reach-

avoid games. This allows the game winning regions and optimal player strategies to be obtained

via the HJI approach described in the preceding section, through appropriate choices of target

sets and undesired sets. This section will provide procedures for computing the attacker victory

sets FA, RA, and WA, from which the defender victory sets FD, RD, and WD can be obtained

via the relations described in Section III. Optimal strategies for the attacker and the defender on

their respective victory sets can then be derived from these set computations.

With respect to the terminology introduced in the preceding section, the attacker takes on the

role of Player I, while the defender takes on the role of Player II. For the system dynamics of
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capture-the-flag in (1), the Hamiltonian is simply given by

H (x, p) = min
u∈U

max
d∈D

pTu+ pTd = −va,max||pu||2 + vd,max||pd||2, (23)

where pu denotes the first two components of the costate vector p, while pd denotes the last two

components of the costate vector.

A. Construction of Winning Regions

The construction of the winning sets will proceed backward, starting with the flag return stage

in order to determine the terminal conditions for flag capture that could result in successful return.

First, consider the flag return stage independently, as taking place over some time horizon [0, T2].

The winning condition for the attacker during this stage is to arrive in the return region R within

[0, T2], while avoiding interception by the defender. This portion of the game terminates at a

time t with 0 ≤ t ≤ T2 if the attacker arrives in R or is intercepted by the defender. If the

attacker is unable to reach R by T2, the defender wins.

The rules require both agents to stay within the game region Ω and the defender to remain

outside of F and R. The constraints for each agent are encoded as part of the winning conditions

for the other, so that the attacker wins if the defender violates its constraints and vice versa.

The formal definition of the winning conditions for each agent follows. Let x be the joint

configuration (xa, xd), ΩC the complement of Ω in R2, and GA =
{
x ∈ R4 : xa ∈ ΩC

}
, then

the attacker winning conditions for the flag return stage as described above are OR∨OD, where

OR = {∃t ∈ [0, T2], xa(t) ∈ R ∧ x(s) /∈ C ∪GA, ∀s ∈ [0, t]} ,

OD =
{
∃t ∈ [0, T2], xd(t) ∈ F ∪R ∪ ΩC ∧ x(s) /∈ C ∪GA,∀s ∈ [0, t]

}
.

Here QD and OD are Boolean variables whose values are determined by the logical expressions

given above. Define the sets GD =
{
x ∈ R4 : xd ∈ F ∪R ∪ ΩC

}
and GR = {x ∈ R4 : xa ∈ R}.

Then the attacker target set in the flag return stage can be defined as the set RJ = GR ∪ GD,

and the defender target set is CJ = C ∪GA. The flag return set can then be computed as

RA = RAT2(RJ , CJ). (24)

Now consider the flag capture stage of the game, with a time horizon of [0, T1]. If the second

stage of the game is ignored, then the goal of the attacker is to simply arrive in the flag region
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F within [0, T1] while avoiding interception by the defender, and the goal of the defender is

to intercept the attacker or prevent the attacker from reaching F . Using the same constraint

encoding as before, the attacker winning condition for this stage is given by OF ∨OD, where

OF = {∃t ∈ [0, T1], xa(t) ∈ F ∧ x(s) /∈ C ∪GA, ∀s ∈ [0, t]} ,

and OD is modified with time horizon T1. Define the set GF = {x ∈ R4 : xa ∈ F}. Then the

attacker target set in the flag capture stage can be defined as FJ = GF ∪GD, and the flag capture

set can be computed as

FA = RAT1(FJ , CJ). (25)

When both stages of the game are considered, it is clearly insufficient for the attacker to

simply arrive in F . If the defender chooses a strategy such that the attacker arrives at the flag

but the overall state x is in a configuration outside the flag return set RA, then the defender can

prevent the attacker from returning safely to R.

Instead, the attacker must reach the subset of the flag region for which flag return is possible.

In terms of the sets introduced previously, this corresponds to the set of configurations R̃A =

GF ∩RA. The modified attacker objectives during the flag capture stage can be then written as

ÕF ∨OD, where

ÕF =
{
∃t ∈ [0, T1],x(t)∈R̃A ∧ x(s) /∈C ∪GA, ∀s ∈ [0, t]

}
.

From this, we can derive the modified attacker target set as F̃J = R̃A∪GD. The overall attacker

winning region for capture-the-flag can be then computed as

WA = RAT1(F̃J , CJ). (26)

B. Synthesis of Winning Strategies

Over finite horizons, time-varying winning strategies can be synthesized for the flag capture

and flag return stages of the game as per the methodology described in Section IV-B, using the

results of the HJI computations for WA and RA, respectively.

More specifically, let φ1 and φ2 be the viscosity solutions to the HJI equations used to compute

WA and RA, respectively. Denote the partial derivatives of φi, i = 1, 2, with respect to the

attacker and defender positions as pu,i = ∂φi
∂xa

and pd,i = ∂φi
∂xd

. Given the form of the Hamiltonian
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in equation (23), the Isaacs’ condition (16) is satisfied. Thus, the optimal attacker and defender

strategies during the flag capture and flag return phases can be derived from (17) and (19) as

µi(x, t) = −va,max
pu,i(x, t− Ti)
||pu,i(x, t− Ti)||2

, (27)

γ̃i(x, t) = vd,max
pd,i(x, t− Ti)
||pd,i(x, t− Ti)||2

, (28)

for t ∈ [0, Ti]. Now consider an attacker strategy µ which initially selects controls according to

µ1, and then switches to µ2 at the first time instant such that the trajectory x(·) enters the set

R̃A. It can be verified that µ is an optimal strategy for the attacker on the winning region WA.

In a similar manner, one can derive an optimal strategy for the defender.

For cases in which capture-the-flag is to be played over long time horizons, namely for large

values of T1 and T2, then one may consider the synthesis of stationary strategies for the attacker

and the defender using the method described in Section IV-C. In particular, let φ∗1(x) and φ∗2(x)

be the limiting functions of φ1(x,−t) and φ2(x,−t) as t → ∞. Denote the partial derivatives

of φ∗i as p∗u,i =
∂φ∗i
∂xa

and p∗d,i =
∂φ∗i
∂xd

. Then the stationary strategies can be derived using equations

(21) and (22) as

µ∗i (x) = −va,max
p∗u,i(x)

||p∗u,i(x)||2
, (29)

γ̃∗i (x) = vd,max
p∗d,i(x)

||p∗d,i(x)||2
. (30)

The methods presented above are sufficient to construct a solution to the game of 1 vs. 1

capture-the-flag, giving both the initial conditions that lead to victory for each agent as well as

the feedback strategies used to achieve victory. The following sections will illustrate the approach

in simulation, and then show how these computations can be used in experimental scenarios with

human agents.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The differential game approach to capture-the-flag is illustrated in this section via a numerical

example with va,max = vd,max = 1, rf = 1, rc = 0.5, and T1 = T2 = 12. The value functions for

the two stages of the game are computed using the Level-Set Toolbox [28]. For this particular

set of parameters, the value functions are found to converge after approximately 6 time units.

The actual winning regions lie within the 4-D joint configuration space, but for visualization
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purpose, slices are shown in 2-D with xa fixed. The defender-winning sets FD, RD and WD are

shown in Figure 2, with the attacker fixed at (0, 2). Observe that WD is much larger than simply

FD ∪RD, reflecting strategies where the defender uses the time during the flag capture stage to

arrive at a configuration that blocks the attacker’s return path.

−5 0 5
−5

0

5
R

F

WD

RDFD

xa

!

Fig. 2. The overall winning region WD of the defender for xa = (0, 2), with RD and FD super-imposed for comparison.

Using the computed value functions, simulations were conducted in which the attacker and

defender chose controls according to the infinite horizon strategies discussed in Section V-B.

Figure 3 shows two example scenarios, one for the flag capture stage and the other for the

flag return stage. In both cases, the defender started within the winning set and successfully

intercepted the attacker. More interesting scenarios involving the interplay between the flag

capture and flag return stage are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), the defender started within the

overall winning set WD, but outside the set FD. The trajectories of the simulation in Figure 4(b)

show that the defender did not try to prevent flag capture. Instead it used the time it took for

the attacker to reach the flag to get into position to prevent flag return, thereby winning the

game. On the other hand, when the defender began outside WD, as in Figure 4(c), the simulated

trajectory in Figure 4(d) shows that the attacker was able to successfully capture the flag and

return to the safe region, without being intercepted by the defender at any point. Note how in

this example the attacker did not take the shortest direct path to F , but rather reached F at a

point that is closer to R, making the subsequent return path shorter and avoiding the defender.

The computation time of the reachable sets is strongly tied to the grid size and the numerical

scheme for obtaining the spatial derivatives. With 45 points in each dimension, each set took

approximately 1 hour to compute on an Apple Macbook Pro laptop with a 2.66 Ghz Core i7
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Fig. 3. Two simulations showing cases where the defender (red triangle, dashed line) successfully intercepted the attacker

(blue circle, solid line). (a) shows a scenario for flag capture only, with the resulting trajectories shown in (b). (c) and

(d) show a similar scenario for flag return.
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Fig. 4. Two scenarios showing combined winning regions WD for both game modes. In (a) the defender (red triangle,

dashed line) started inside WD and successfully prevented the attacker (blue circle, solid line) from returning with the

flag, as seen in (b). (c) shows a case where the defender began outside of WD , and was unable to prevent the attacker’s

successful flag capture and return, as shown in (d).

processor and 8 GB of RAM. Sets with 25 points in each dimension can be computed in as

little as 4 minutes.

It should be noted that some numerical errors are inevitable due to the necessity of solving the

HJI PDE on a discrete grid. In particular, the numerical differentiation scheme is poorly equipped

to handle sharp set boundaries, corresponding to discontinuities in the spatial derivative. For this

reason, it was observed that near the intersection of FD with F , the zero sub-level set sometimes
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the BEARCAT testbed, showing the different components.

slightly under-approximated the stop capture set, resulting in defender trajectories that began just

outside of FD (below the grid resolution) that nevertheless captured the attacker. More accurate

solutions can be obtained with finer spatial discretization, at the cost of higher computational

load. Another possible approach is to over-bound the numerical error by some small ε > 0 and

either choose the −ε or +ε level set boundaries to ensure winning conditions for the attacker

and defender, respectively.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The solution methodology developed in this paper has been experimentally validated through

a series of tests using the BErkeley Autonomy and Robotics in CApture-the-flag Testbed

(BEARCAT). The main objective of these tests is to complement the simulation results by

demonstrating different usages of the HJI solutions in different multiagent scenarios involving

human agents.

More specifically, it is shown that for scenarios in which agent location information are

available, the feedback strategies derived from the HJI solution can be used explicitly as a path

planning tool for the individual agents. On the other hand, even when such information are not

available, it is illustrated that the reach-avoid sets provide a useful decision support tool, through

visualizations of the worst-case capabilities of one’s opponent. In the rest of this section, we

will first describe the BEARCAT research platform and then present the experimental results

performed under three different scenarios.
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A. BEARCAT Platform and Experiment Setup

BEARCAT involves human agents playing the capture-the-flag game assisted by computers,

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and GPS-equipped smartphones. The UAVs are used to sense

opponents locations and send the information to a computer server via WIFI or the 3G network.

The computer server will then calculate a solution to the game and based on this solution it

will provide human agents with movement recommendations and situation awareness through

smartphones. An illustration of the BEARCAT platform and its components is shown in Figure 5.

The testbed, though originally motivated by the work presented in this paper, has evolved to

become a general research platform to study various human/automation decision problems.

As the main purpose of the experiments was to test the use of the numerically computed sets

and strategies, only the flag-return stage of the game was considered in order to shorten testing

time and simplify the testing logistics. When applicable, individual agents are equipped with

HTC Incredible smartphones displaying the positions of the two agents as well as visualizations

of the winning regions and optimal controls. When receiving guidance information, each agent

could view the opponent’s winning set given the agent’s own current position. As the optimal

control always uses the maximum speed, the optimal control is displayed as a suggested heading.

For example, in Figure 6 the display shows the set of winning defender positions relative to the

current attacker position. The optimal heading is displayed as a circular ring with an arrow in

the direction of desired movement, against which the agent can compare the current heading of

the phone.

The solution to the game was pre-computed, with the 4D value function and partial derivatives

stored on a PC laptop ground station that communicated with the phones via 3G wireless. Agent

GPS positions and heading were transmitted to the laptop, which then performed the appropriate

interpolation and transmitted the 2-D reachable set information and optimal direction to each

agent as required.

Three sets of experiments were performed to validate the use of the HJI solution. The first set

of trials was played in a small, open area with no obstacles with the agents walking, and was

meant to test the feasibility of using the phones to provide suggestions of optimal controls. The

second set was played on a larger area with a number of buildings serving as obstacles with

running agents, and was meant to evaluate the game in a more realistic capture-the-flag game
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setting. The final set of trials explicitly considered the use of the numerical solution when full

state information was not available. In these experiments, a quadrotor UAV performed search

on behalf of the attacking agent, using the reach-avoid set information to prioritize the search.

Here, sensing was simulated and state information about opposing agents was only transmitted

when in line of sight.

!"#$%&'(

)&*&+,&'(

RD

R

Fig. 6. Screenshot of the attacker’s phone, showing the agents, the return region R, and the defender’s winning region

RD with respect to the current attacker position. The blue ring around the attacker shows the attacker’s optimal input,

displayed as a direction to travel at max speed.

B. Small Area Trials

Several trials were conducted in a small, obstacle-free area to evaluate the phone technology

and communications architecture. For these tests, the phones communicated with the laptop

ground station via WIFI, and the agents were within visual contact of each other at all times. In

these tests, the game region was defined as a 50m x 50m square, with the return region defined

as a 5m deep strip running the width of the game region at the northern (upper) portion of

the region (see Figure 7). The speed of both agents was limited to 3m/s, and the agents were

instructed to maintain a walking pace. These tests demonstrated that the hardware could provide

guidance to the agents in real time, and that the HJI solution information could be used as a

path planning tool.

Given that the game is deterministic, when both agents play optimally the result of the game

is determined completely from the initial conditions. Thus, a more interesting case is examined
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in which one agent has access to the HJI solution information, and the other agent is left to

play freely, without guidance. For the purposes of this discussion, the agent with HJI solution

information will be referred to as the aided agent, and the agent without will be referred to as

the unaided agent.

Several trials were carried out in this manner, varying the aided and unaided agents as well as

the initial conditions. Trials where the aided agent was in a winning position proved predictably

uninteresting; more illuminating results emerged from tests where the aided agent began in

a losing configuration. In particular, an interesting new strategy emerged when the attacking

agent was the aided agent and in a losing initial position. In the first trial, the defender chose

an incorrect intercept angle and was unable to intercept the attacker. However, as the optimal

headings reported by the HJI solution are deterministic, on the subsequent trial the defender

made an adjustment and was able to successfully intercept the attacker. This led the attacker

to innovate by introducing an element of surprise into the game by deviating initially from the

guidance provided by the automation. This is illustrated in Figure 7.

For this trial, the attacker did not initially follow the optimal heading and instead moved

in the opposite direction, as seen in Figure 7(b). The MATLAB plot for each snapshot shows

the position of the attacker (blue circle), the defender (red triangle), the flag region (green

circle), and the return region (green rectangle). The attacker was attempting to reach R at the

upper (northernmost) extreme of the game domain, defined by the green rectangle. The pink

region shows the defender’s winning region RD plotted for the current attacker position. This

unpredictable movement of the attacker caused the defender to exit the winning region RD,

as seen in Figure 7(c), allowing the attacker to revert to following the optimal heading and

subsequently winning the game. The visual display of winning regions allowed the attacker

to instantly ascertain whether the initial “deception” maneuver had been successful. Once the

attacker could see that the defender had exited RD, the optimal heading could be directly followed

to ensure victory. Two more trials were conducted, and in each case the attacker was able to

successfully maneuver past the defender using this strategy. Note however that this maneuver

was only successful with asymmetric guidance information.
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Fig. 7. Sequence of agent positions and reach-avoid set data where the defender (red triangle) is unaided, but did begin

the game within the defender winning region. The attacker (blue circle) moved unpredictably, causing the defender to

move outside the winning region, resulting in an attacker victory.
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Fig. 8. Screenshot of the laptop showing the game area with building obstacles, the agents, and their respective winning

regions with respect to the other agent (map image courtesy of maps.google.com).

C. Large Area Trials

The second set of trials was carried out in a larger region, with buildings serving as obstacles

to movement. The main purpose of these experiments was to validate the use of the HJI solution

information in a larger, more realistic game environment with greater agent speeds. Although

agent positions were still displayed on the phones, the agents could not always see each other

visually. The game area was approximately 200m x 180m, with a number of buildings serving

as obstacles. Agent speeds for these trials were capped at 5m/s, and the agents were permitted

to run while playing. Figure 8 shows a screen capture from the ground station, displaying the

game region with building obstacles, the positions of the two agents, and the respective winning

regions. The blue region displays RA(xd), the set of attacker positions which are winning relative

to the current defender location, and the red area is RD(xa), the set of defender positions that

are winning relative to the current attacker location.

In this scenario, communications delay and failure were major sources of uncertainty. More

specifically, phone-to-phone and phone-to-laptop communications occurred over the 3G wireless

network, which was not as reliable as WIFI and sometimes subject to delays or packet loss. The

terrain was another factor, as the game was played in a much more varied area than before and
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t = 0 t = 142 t = 363

(a) (b) (c)

t = 446 t = 500 t = 589

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 9. Sequence of screenshots from the ground station laptop showing the game played in a large area with obstacles,

at full running speeds, with the attacker in blue, starting from the bottom of the screen, and the defender in red, at

the top (map images courtesy of maps.google.com).
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smaller terrain features such as fences and ledges could not be easily identified from overhead

images.

The combination of these factors had the interesting result of making gameplay much more

dependent on deception and managing opponent information, with the HJI guidance information

used as a decision support tool rather than the primary path planning tool. As in the small

area trial described previously, the attacker could potentially win when initiated in a losing

configuration by maneuvering the defender into a losing position through deception. However,

since both agents in this case has the HJI solution information, such maneuvers could only be

accomplished by taking advantage of the uncertainties in the agent positions. Figure 9 shows

an example of such a game. The initial condition, seen in Figure 9(a), was in fact an attacker-

winning configuration. However, the agents were not in line-of-sight of each other, and with

the communications issues the attacker could not completely trust the information displayed.

Instead, both agents moved to get better visibility, shown in Figure 9(b), bringing the two agents

into direct view of each other. Note that the attacker stayed close to the southwest corner of the

central building, which, although not visible from the overhead views, was a fairly cluttered area.

This caused the defender to move south (down) in an attempt to better determine the location

of the attacker, gambling on being able to move back into a winning configuration before the

attacker could make a decision to go for the target set. Instead, this move rendered the defender

more fully visible to the attacker, who was also able to visually establish that the defender was

correctly reported by the phone to be well outside of RD(xa). The attacker, now confident of

victory, moved toward the target in the opposite direction, as seen in Figure 9(c), and successfully

arrived at R without being intercepted, as shown in Figures 9(d)-(f).

D. Automation-Assisted UAV Search

The differential game based framework may also find applications beyond game scenarios in

which the location information of each agent are available. In this subsection, we will briefly

mention one such example, in which the winning region is used to guide UAV search in a scenario

with limited sensing. In this case, the winning region can be interpreted as a visual decision

support tool which provides a representation for the worst-case capabilities of the adversary.

To be more specific, we consider the problem of controlling a UAV to assist an agent in

finding an initially unobserved adversary. This adversary may be located anywhere within a large
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expanse of unobserved space, but not all unobserved positions are equally likely to be occupied.

A probabilistic search method may be attempted, but it is difficult to create a distribution of

adversary locations without a model of the adversary’s likely strategies. Instead, the HJI solution

can be used to guide the search, as the reach-avoid set information can be used to determine

the winning region for the adversary given the agent’s current position. This then provides a

visualization of the set of locations which could result in a winning condition for the adversary, in

the worst-case scenario that the adversary selects controls according to the optimal HJI solution.

Thus, the adversary only poses a danger to the agent if it is found within this set, and hence

allowing the agent to restrict the UAV search pattern according to the dynamic evolution of the

adversary winning region.

The full details of such a scenario is beyond the scope of this paper, however a brief example

serves to illustrate the point. Such an experiment is shown in Figure 10, with a UAV assisting

a player and simulated sensing. The initial condition for the game is shown in Figure 10(a),

with the attacker and UAV beginning the game in the lower center of the game region and the

defender on the opposite side of the large central building. The attacker and UAV visual regions

VA and VQ are illustrated in teal and white, respectively. The defender winning region WD is

the large red region centered on the attacker, and the attacker winning region WA is the blue

region centered on the defender. The set of possible defender positions PD, from the perspective

of the attacker, is the expanding pink circle centered on the defender.

Since the UAV searches only in the defender’s winning set, the set of relevant areas where the

defender may be hiding is greatly reduced. Thus the UAV is able to quickly locate the defender,

allowing the attacker to maneuver into a winning position and subsequently winning the game.

This example demonstrates one possible use of the solution even in scenarios without complete

agent location information. While the HJI solution is not used in a quantitative fashion for agent

path planning, it nonetheless provides important qualitative information to guide agent decisions

in searching for the unknown adversary.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The differential game based approach presented in this paper gives a computational solution to

the 1 vs. 1 game of capture-the-flag. This technique gives the set of initial conditions from which

each agent can win, and also gives a method for computing optimal inputs for each agent. The
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t = 0 t = 60 t = 93

(a) (b) (c)

t = 154 t = 182 t = 193

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10. Sequence of screenshots from the ground station laptop showing a full search game with a quadrotor UAV

(map images courtesy of maps.google.com).
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primary strengths of this approach from a theoretical standpoint are that it finds complete, optimal

solutions, that it can be used for multi-stage games with complex environment geometries.

There are several directions in which the work can be extended. The first involves addressing

computational complexity of the HJI solution approach, arising from a grid-based value function

approximation. Under a uniform grid, the number of grid nodes grows exponentially with the

dimension of the joint state space. This becomes problematic as one considers scenarios with

a large number of agents. Extending the numerical computation to higher-dimensional systems

and multi-agent games is currently a topic of active research.

The approach presented here can also naturally be generalized to a symmetric, two-sided game

of capture-the-flag, where the two agents may choose to switch between playing the roles of

the attacker and defender. This scenario would require the HJI value function to be computed

for each combination of roles. Once computed, these value functions can be directly used by

each agent to determine the optimal selection of roles to ensure victory. Further results in these

directions have the potential of providing nuanced solutions to more complex scenarios.
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